OPPORTUNITIES

SAPL STUDENT SEEKING PARTICIPANTS FOR NATURAL PLAYGROUND RESEARCH (CHILDREN + GUARDIANS)
PhD Candidate Miho Lowan-Trudeau is recruiting participants for her doctoral research about experiences with natural playgrounds. Visit the link for more details and contact Miho Lowan-Trudeau with any questions.
Learn More→

RESEARCH ASSISTANT | ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE FOR PUBLIC HEALTH
Dr. Ryan Burns (Geography) is seeking a Research Assistant to help with the technical aspects of teaching a virtual exchange program with the University of Washington's eScience Institute. The position is for 20 hours a week and the hourly rate is $20. Skills needed are: familiarity and experience with artificial intelligence algorithms and implementation, strong coding or scripting background (JavaScript, Python and Unity3D). No experience with public health, geography or virtual exchanges required. To learn more or apply, email ryan.burns1@ucalgary.ca

SAPL ALUMNI
SAPL ALUM WINS CIP PRESIDENT’S YOUNG PLANNER AWARD
Ben Bailey (MPlan’14) has been named the recipient of the CIP President's Award for Young Planners, given to exceptional planners under the age of 35 who've demonstrated success and achievement in their careers.
Learn More→

STAY CONNECTED: SAPL DESIGN MATTERS NEWSLETTER
Class of 2021, before you embark on exciting adventures: a new job, (another!) graduate program, travel - make sure you stay connected to SAPL by signing up for our once-a-month Design Matters newsletter. You can get news about your favorite professors, upcoming events and alumni achievements.
Keep in Touch→

WEBINARS + COMPETITIONS

"LAST CALL" JUNE 21 DEADLINE | CBDX: BORDERLANDS COMPETITION | $6000 in PRIZES
This competition invites participants to choose any type of border, define a friction that presents a programmatic opportunity and propose a design that positively impacts the agents affected by, or in proximity to, that border. Submissions will be reviewed by a highly respected international jury.
Visit the Website→

‘SUN CITY’ | ALUMNI LEGACY DESIGN COMPETITION | JULY 1
Design an intervention related to the sunlight in Calgary at a YYC location of your choosing. There is no minimum or maximum scale, so the design could be anything - from a single, small pavilion on Nose Hill to a total redevelopment of Bow Trail. Top three entries will win a cash prize.
Learn More + Register→
EPIDEMIC URBANISM INITIATIVE DESIGN COMPETITION | SEPTEMBER 6

Has COVID-19 caused you to reconsider how to design more inclusively? The Epidemic Urbanism Initiative has just announced a design competition that invites conceptual design focused on just and equitable healthy living solutions for vulnerable communities in a post-pandemic age. The competition is specifically interested in solutions that focus on the areas of senior housing, community clinics, neighbourhood schools and public parks.

Learn More + Register →

STUDENT WORK

YES 2021 EXHIBITION

In case you missed it, the YES 2021 Exhibition is online! If you haven't already looked at the studio work, Instagram show, or viewed the student profiles, what are you waiting for?

View the Exhibition →
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